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the price of salt wikipedia - the price of salt plot therese belivet is a lonely young woman just beginning her adult life in
manhattan background perhaps i noticed her because she was alone or because a mink coat was a rarity publication history
the novel was so personal to highsmith that it was difficult, amazon com the price of salt 9781469971872 patricia - the
price of salt is the famous lesbian love story by patricia highsmith written under the pseudonym claire morgan the author
became notorious due to the story s latent lesbian content and happy ending the latter having been unprecedented in
homosexual fiction, the price of salt or carol shmoop - the price of salt was revolutionary in the 1950s for its happy ending
this was a time when most lesbian love stories were written as tragic instead of portrayed in the same cheesy light as
heterosexual romances in and out of print over the years the novel s strong cult following kept it alive, carol by patricia
highsmith goodreads - the price of salt published in 1952 is considered the first book and the only one for a very long time
afterwards to depict a lesbian relationship with a happy ending having just reread it what strikes me now is how anyone
even lesbians especially lesbians could have thought that losing custody of your child with no visitation rights and being
publicly humiliated in court and in the newspapers constituted a happy ending, the price of salt summary supersummary
- the price of salt is a romance novel by patricia highsmith under the pen name claire morgan it was published in 1952 and
tells the story of love between two women it was unique at the time because it was the only lesbian novel to feature a joyful
ending, salt salt price charts market cap and other metrics - salt salt is the token of the salt lending platform that allows
users to collateralize their blockchain assets to get loaned cash salt statistics salt price
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